


Todayʼs Lecture:

Chapter 3
When: Stopwatches at Many Scales

Chapter 4
Who: “Bless the Little Beasties”
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Facts  of life

Life at rest

Life in motion

Meaning of life



Chapter 3
When: Stopwatches at Many 

Scales

3.1 Hierarchy of temporal scales



Knirps (green), Kruppel (blue), and Giant (red).

3.1.1 a sample of a huge diversity of temporal scales









How do we measure?



3.1.2 the evolutionary stopwatch
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E. coli GASP mutants emerge in the stationary phase



" ▪" σ70 (RpoD) - the "housekeeping" sigma factor 
"

" ▪" σ38 (RpoS) - the starvation/stationary phase sigma 
factor

3.1.3 the e.coli cell cycle as our standard clock (@ least its log phase...).

0 +

RpoS wt (cooperate) and RpoS 819 (defects).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigma_38
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigma_38


•procedural 
•relative
•manipulated.



Xenopus laevis





Deinopis subrufa





Synechocossus elongatus:

KaiC: auto phosphorylates and de-phosphorylates.
KaiA: enhances KaiC autophospsorylation.
KaiB: inhibits the effects of KaiA



•procedural 
•relative
•manipulated.

•fibroblast cycle (checkpoints)



•genetic (transcriptional nets)

•differentiation as NK-net attractors (Kauffman)



Caulobacter crescentus
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•procedural 
•relative
•manipulated.





+ pumps

+ “replication limit” 

+ spores



Allometric scaling is not geometric(2/3) but (3/4)! Y ∝ m3/4



Questions?

coffee break.



Chapter 4
Who: “Bless the Little Beasties”

on key model systems.



Replica plating and bacterial mutants

modern genetics started with peas.

selection and screens (conditional mutants).

e.g. temperature dependent mutants



Column biochemistry

4.2 Hemoglobin: a model protein.



receptor-ligand binding
structural biology origins



allostery & cooperativity



4.3 Phages (Hydrogens of MolBio)

T2

φ29

Hershey-Chase experiment.



T2

φ29

Codon confirmation experiments.



Phages and modern biophysics.



4.3 Of course E. coli
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E. coli “cognition” and its intracellular networks

Cells and structures within them (zoom in): protein-machines



4.5 Yeast

cell-cycle mutants



membrane traffic 
& polarity



proteomics



4.6 Flies modern genetics (Morgan)





single genetic changes can result on complete re-specification of 
complex body parts.



4.7 Mice to Man.

in mammalian development: 
- embryonic totipotency (isolated from human embryos in 1998)



tetrahymena
4.8 exotica

Loligo Aequoria victoria
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